Organizations face evolving infrastructure, technology and staff dynamics throughout the year. Continually meeting compliance regulations while simultaneously responding to an increase in outside and inside threats is extremely difficult for security teams managing tight budgets. Assessments are required in almost every organization and can be time consuming and resource intensive.

Layering more tools, resources and technology does not automatically produce an ever-ready security program. The market is complex with hundreds of vendors and technologies insisting that their “must-have” solution will solve an organizations security challenges. Yet, when it comes down to it they do little to assess, diagnose and resolve foundational challenges and improve an organization’s security program at its core.

Essentials@Optiv provides CISOs with the ability to assess, prepare, manage and mitigate planned and unplanned security challenges – no matter when they need attention throughout the year. Our experts dig into your current capabilities, identify what is working, what is duplicative and optimize your program to prevent today’s changing threat landscape from affecting your business. Scalable and strong security programs are built upon best-practice core essentials that provide the foundation to protect and support organizations.

Why Choose Essentials@Optiv?

Simplified, flexible approach
- Essentials@Optiv provides a single transaction vs. RFPs for every element of the solutions and spending time and dollars to pull together multiple solutions with multiple vendors

Security when you need it
- Organizations can schedule when it is convenient for them, not based on a budget cycle. Agility of solutions, assessments, workshops and health checks means organizations can meet changing needs throughout the year

Risk-based program instead of “check-the-box” compliance
- Managing compliance is difficult to keep up with on an annual basis due to constantly changing IT infrastructure and staffing dynamics. New gaps in security can be recognized and remediated with an adaptable program
Optiv Services

Essentials@Optiv includes the flexibility to choose a package of assessments, workshops and technology services. Our technology partners include more than 20 of the world’s leading vendors in the application security, data security, network security, endpoint security and security intelligence spaces.

ASSESSMENT OPTIONS INCLUDE

› Security Strategy Assessment
› Information Security Controls Gap Assessment
› Information Security Controls Maturity Assessment
› Information Security Risk Assessment
› HIPAA Risk Assessment
› GDPR Readiness Review
› PCI Readiness Review
› PCI Gap Assessment
› PCI SAQ Guidance
› PCI DSS Assessment (ROC & SAQ)
› PCI Pen Test
› PCI Compliance Consulting Services (Strategy work, remediation assistance, any PCI Consulting not encompassed by other specific offerings)
› Data Compliance and Identity Management Readiness Services
› Role Assessment Services
› Data Protection Impact Assessment
› Vulnerability Scan / Vulnerability Assessment / Penetration Test
› Cloud Application Security
› Web Application Smoke Test
› Web Application Penetration Test
› Web Application Security Assessment
› Mobile Application Security Assessment

WORKSHOP OPTIONS INCLUDE

› Cloud Architecture Workshop (hourly rate for fixed fee)
› MSS eLearning Course (per user)
› IAM Express Workshop
› CISO Services Executive Workshops
› TPRM Maturity Workshop
› QSA for a Day/PCI Executive Workshops
› Incident Response Readiness Assessment (IRRA)
› Incident Response Table Top Exercise
› Secure SDLC Workshop

TECHNOLOGY SERVICE OPTIONS INCLUDE

› Cloud Architecture Workshop
› Health Checks
› Tune Ups
› Quick Starts
› Integrations